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YARLOOP’S WAR-TIME INVOLVEMENT (G Fortune) 

(Continuation of Wooden boats).  Perth 
people wondered what the boatbuilding 
activity was all about as they crossed the old 
Causeway, but were given no idea of the 
importance of it.   Few knew of the  connection 
between the new boat building industry and the 
training of men from all over the British 
Commonwealth, who came here to be trained 
for a highly secret operation. The Common-
wealth had purchased Garden Island from 
Bunning Bros,  and it was to be used to train 
the highly secret Z-Special Force.  These men 
were drawn from the Army, Navy and Airforce 
as well as civilian underwater workers and 
divers.  On Garden Island they were trained to 
use midget submarines, these wartime 
inventions were highly dangerous, and there 
are still two of these subs under the sea near 

Garden Island that went missing in training. 
At that time, the men were trained in the new 
wartime invention called ‘Folboats’.  These 
were a type of canoe 5 metres long, and which 
folded to a size that could be fitted in a service 
kitbag. The canoe could also be assembled in 
the pitch black in around 12 minutes.  

The manager of the shipyard, a Mr 
Drysdale, met with the Allied Intelligence 
Bureau in Victoria.  This Department was set 
up to plan special commando raids against the 
Japanese. 

So that Z-Special Force could operate 
behind the Japanese front, a variety of small 
wooden boats were required to act as ‘mother’ 
boats for the operatives of Z-Force.  (to be 
continued next month.) 

this demanded facilities to service them and 
the many locomotives etc the company soon 
accumulated. A large Workshops Complex 
was built.  A treasure in wooden patterns still 
remain to the present day as witness to things 
the company moulders and fitters and turners 
manufactured in steel! Then another war 
happened and again some of my men went 
away to fight for the freedom of others, and 
some again failed to return! 

After this the town settled down to years 
of peace and contentment and all within the 
town were happy.  Children grew under a 
great system of discipline and all was well 
with society. 

Then suddenly the company was forced by 
undue circumstances to close their business 
activities and the town began to slowly die. 

Yet today, I am still in existence, and busy 
people battle on as volunteers to uphold me so 
that visitors from all over the world can enjoy 
my history.  Regardless of what is done to 
destroy me, I will always be here for I am the 
Spirit of Yarloop.  I will never die for so many 
are determined to keep me in the mind of all 
people for generations to come!     

(Cont from page 9).  Soon the town grew to 
around 3500 people and a school and churches 
were built.  People formed many sporting clubs 
and associations and it became a place of 
happy, caring people. 

A hospital was built and a remarkable 
doctor turned it into one of the best medical 
facilities of any country town.  The men paid 
sixpence a week towards their medical care, my 
oh my, how things have changed!  Next, a 
Hospital Board of civic-minded people attended 
to administration  needs of the facility. 

The years rushed by and young men went 
from the town to fight to uphold the freedom of 
other people in a far-off land, and sadly some 
did not return! 

Years of world peace followed and the 
timber industry grew to become one of the 
country’s  great exporters and the town became 
the largest timber centre in the world. 

My timber is still under the streets of 
London, in mines in South Africa, in railways 
in China, Bangladesh, India, in port works all 
over Europe, in the nation’s embassies all over 
the world. 

Then the industry demanded more mills and 
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A SAD TALE TO TELL  (G.Fortune) 
We of the editorial staff, at this stage, do 

not know  if this is the last issue of the Yarloop 
Yarning.  Sadly we have run out of money for 
the printing of it!   

The story of the Yarloop Yarning began 
over 33 months ago, almost three years, when 
at a meeting held in the then empty shop, 
which is now ‘Hoops in the Loop’, it was 
decided that Yarloop people deserved their 
own small news-sheet.   

Those concerned with this decision knew  
there would be no costs attached to its 
preparation because of voluntary labour, but 
there would be costs for the printing of it by a 
commercial printer. 

We three who produce the Journal are not 
certain if a grant came through YPAG or from 
ALCOA direct.  What we do know is that it 
did come from Alcoa, and the Journal would 
never exist without that initial grant. This grant 
has lasted almost 36 months of printing, which, 
because of page number variation each month, 
cost an average of $450 dollars per month, and 
which was supplemented by amounts from 
advertising.  Every cent of the Alcoa grant has 
gone to the printing by a commercial printer. 
At this stage it might also be mentioned that 
the printer, DRUM Print, Mandurah, has been 
most generous over the three years of printing 
with a large number of surplus copies every 
month which they donated  to us.  

Though a new grant has been applied for 
from numerous sources, it seems that though 
millions of dollars are wasted by State and 
Federal Governments  and assorted agencies, 
there is not enough money to assist a small 

town newsletter. 
We also thank the advertisers who have 

remained loyal with their monthly 
advertisements  throughout the last 33 months. 

Even at this late stage, we three of the 
editorial staff, are hoping that something turns 
up, and in the interim we hope to continue 
with a smaller version of the Yarning in A5 
format.  With this smaller version we will do 
the printing ourselves STILL FREE OF ALL 
CHARGES, until such time that we know 
there will be no help forthcoming from any 
other source.  There have been times when we 
received strong  criticism because we chose to 
give an unbiased writing of Alcoa 
information. We continued with the paper and 
still do because we have always believed it 
was appreciated by a majority of Yarloop 
people, and advertised the town to thousands 
of other people throughout all states of 
Australia.  We still believe this!  It is why we 
are trying to continue against all odds! 

SOUTH WEST 
PARENTING 

 
The Mobile Parenting Services van 

outside the Drop-in Centre 
Barrington-Knight Rd, Yarloop 

every 4th Wednesday of the month. 
Time: from 10 am to 2.00 pm 

Enquiries on Phone 1800 681 842. 
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 The DAM SPINNERS, CWA 
Hall, Enquiries to Faye Taylor Ph. 
97291342 or Joy Jackson Ph. 
97331810. 

Country Womens Assoc. Second 
Wednesday each month, 1 pm 
Station Street Yarloop. 

Yarloop PLAYGROUP every 
Wednesday  9.30 am to 11.30 am 
Yarloop Pavilion. $2.00 per family 
and a piece of fruit. Ph. Tracy 
Osborn  97334207. 

Visit the Yarloop Drop-in Centre. 
Learn skills and impart your skills to 
others. 

Arts and Crafts begin March 2007 
every second Wednesday at 12.30 
pm Ph Chris Germain on 97335600. 

YARLOOOP WORKSHOPS 
Steam Days every second Sunday 
commencing March 11th to 
November.   

EDITOR. Geoff Fortune PO Box 
758 Mandurah. Phone 95811678 
 
SUB-EDITOR   Dawn Pitts PO Box 
758 Mandurah. WA 6210 Phone 
95811821 or FAX 95813458  
 
REPORTER/PHOTOGRAPHER 
Dawn Pitts and Val Fortune. 
 
CHILDREN’S PAGE 
FORMATTER.   Val Fortune PO 
Box 758 Mandurah WA Phone 
95811678 
 
ADVERTISING SUBMISSIONS  
All advertising and ‘Letters to the 
Editor’ can be left at Yarloop 
Workshops ,  One-Stop shop, 
‘Bridgette and Me’ or the Drop-in 
Centre, or posted direct to PO Box 
758 Mandurah WA 6210.  

EDITORIAL 
During the week the news services carried the 

story of yet another policeman killed in the line of 
duty. On this weekend, television viewers saw the 
results of four teenagers in a stolen car, and were 
informed that a policeman had to jump for his life 
when these idiots ran the roadblocks set up for them. 
The duty of a policeman of course, is protecting the 
respectable public against the scum that now pollutes 
every facet of our society. 

More and more now we are hearing different 
agencies and individuals speaking out about the 
degradation of lives ruined by these individuals, who 
care not one little bit for the law, for property or 
human life, and if they have no respect for the law, 
then God help ordinary individuals, and this fact is 
being attested to much more frequently now, and the 
number of these social misfits is on the rise; 
alarmingly on the rise. 

So what are the authorities going to do about it?  
Is the number allowed to rise till all law-abiding 
citizens are forced to protect themselves and their 
loved ones by going armed?  There is no wonder we 
hear of  large numbers of police who are leaving the 
force.  If there was a valid reason for police to strike, 
it would be to force the authorities to accept that what 
is happening is only the tip of a fast expanding social 
problem that is just as crucial to social survival as 
Global Warming. Yet, during the week, we had an 
intellectual spokesperson, so-called, who appeared on 
national television again preaching that slapping 
should not be a part of family discipline and training. 

BUNBURY ROTARY HOEING 
Owen Eastcott PO Box 108 Waroona.  Phone 

(08) 97335415.  Mobile 0428931630. 
Fax 97335428. Pager 94809135. 

 
Specialising in rehabilitation work!  Re-seeding and 
fertilising!  Ripping and mounding for trees or vine-

yards!  Rotary hoeing!  General tractor work!  Tractor 
hire! Firebreaks!  All work done professionally and 

speedily! 
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VINEYARD ‘28’ 
Now open for cellar door sales — daily 10 am to 5 pm. 

Mark and Pippa invite you to come and enjoy the peace of the forest surround and the 
panoramic views to the East.  Also enjoy seeing our namesake the ‘28’ Parrot whilst 

sampling our fine selection of award-winning wines. 
Lot 1 Bagieu Road.  Just off Old Coast Highway, 5 kms south of Johnston Road/Preston 

Beach Intersection. 
 

Phone 97335605 Email. Vineyard28@bigpond.com. 

YARLOOP ONE-STOP SHOP 
31 STATION STREET YARLOOP. PHONE 97335577 

 
Monday to Saturday 6 am to 8 pm.  Sundays 6 am to 7 pm. Takeaway and dine-in 

menu. 
 

Hot and cold food! Drinks! Ice-creams! Papers! Magazines! Cigarettes! Grocery 
items! Ice and much more! Kitchen closes Mon to Sat 7.50 pm.  Sun. 6.50 pm! 

YARLOOP SOCIAL (By Jenny Cross) 
‘Birthday Babes’ for the month of 

February are Anita Boylan-Windass and 
Janelle Ryan, both are  a little shy to admit 
their ages. Have a wonderful day both of 
you, and also Johnny Everington. Tracy, 
and anyone else who is celebrating. 

A much loved arrival for Melanie and 
Todd, a delightful daughter, Congratul-
ations.  Nana Rosie Green along with her 
daughter Renee and partner Nathan wish to 
announce the arrival of their son and her 
grandson  Sam. Believe the second name to 
be Frederick; born on the 8/2/07, weight 9lb 
6 oz. 

Lovely visitor to Yarloop.  I have been 
fortunate to meet Sylvia from Sweden; a 
registered nurse on holiday in Australia.  
She was delighted with Yarloop, says she 
feels stress-free, and though she has 
travelled most of Australia, realises there is 
still much to see, and will return here. 
You’re always welcome Sylvia, hope you 
enjoy reading the Yarning, which we are 

posting off to you! 
Two old friends, both looking terribly smart, 

Ken Mitchell and Carmel Hill, played important 
roles in the wedding of Sharon (Workshops) and 
her husband Michael.  Ken is an old hand at this, 
with two lovely daughters of his own, who he 
has seen married, and Carmel assisting Sharon 
in the role of ‘Mother of the Bride’. The 
reception was held in the town hall and catered 
for by the Cabin Restaurant. 

Yipee say the Mums as the little darlings are 
heading off for school.  Actually it is a pretty 
sad moment.  The children are excited, but you 
are letting go of something that is so precious 
and entrusting them into someone else’s care.  
By the end of the first week it becomes ‘not 
what mum says, but my teacher said this.’  hold 
on to these precious moments.  As I have said 
before ‘the kids are only lent to us’.  Some of 
the delightful young ladies are Olivia, Holly, 
Bethany, Jorja, and these are just a few that I 
know of.  How fortunate the kids are being able 
to attend school in such a lovely setting! 
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HARVEY VISITOR AND TOURISM CENTRE 
ONLY 15 KMS SOUTH OF YARLOOP IS A TOWN THAT IS A TOURIST’S DELIGHT 

‘Moo Shoppe!’ 
Local Produce! 

Quality Giftware/Books! 
Travel Books and Maps! 

Industry displays and Video! 
Free Accommodation Booking Service! 
Harvey Dam Amphitheatre Bookings! 

Heritage! 

Visit Stirling’s Cottage!  View the Internment Camp shrine!  Relax in the Heritage 
Gardens, Sth West Highway, Harvey, Ph. 97291122. 

REMINDER — 1 MONTH TO GO! 
Registration for participation in the 

Supplementary Property Purchase 
Programme.  Closes 4.30 pm Tuesday 3rd 
April 2007. 

The announcement of the Supplementary 
Property Purchase Program was first advertised 
in late September and opened on the 4th 
October 2006.  On the 14th September 2006, 
the Minister for the Environment approved 
Alcoa’s expansion proposal for the Wagerup 
Aluminium Refinery. 

Following agreement between Alcoa and 
the State Government, a Supplementary 
Property Purchase Programme (SPPP) was 
implemented in the localities of Hamel, 
Wagerup, Yarloop and Cookernup.  Alcoa will 
maintain the existing Areas A and B purchase 
schemes and these arrangements are excluded 
from the SPPP. 

The SPPP enables property owners 
outside Areas A and B, but who are in the 
vicinity of the Wagerup refinery to relocate 
away from the area should they wish to do 
so.  Property owners in the designated 
localities at the date the Minister for the 
Environment’s announcement and who wish 
to sell their properties can register their 
interest in participating in the SPPP. 

An independent person former member 
of Parliament Mr Hendy Cowan, has been 
appointed to manage the SPPP.  
Registration for participation in the SPPP is 
made by written request for valuation of an 
eligible property, and closes at 4.30 pm 
Tuesday 3rd April 2007. 

For further information on the SPPP, or 
to register your interest in participating 
please contact the Supplementary Property 
Purchase Programme on 1800 667 215    

DAYTIME BINGO  
CABIN RESTAURANT YARLOOP 

WORKSHOPS  
Doors open at 9.30 am.  Eyes down at 10.30 am 

Restaurant open for lunch or light 
refreshments & drinks!  Door prize!  Raffle! 

Get a group together and join in the fun.  
Thursday 8th March. Ph 97335368 

A lady took her large bulldog to the vet 
and said he’s cross-eyed, then asked  what 
could be done for him? 

The vet picks Bully up in his arms and 
gives Bully’s eyes a good examination.  
“Goodness me! I’ll have to put him down!”  
The lady gasps, “Why, because of his cross-
eyes?”    “No,” says the vet, “because he’s 
jolly heavy.”  
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YARLOOP COMMUNITY LEARNING & DROP-IN CENTRE 

I believe the year has begun well for the 
Centre, despite losing our work-for-the-dole 
person, Lisa, who was a very capable helper, 
especially with constructing the news letters 
and other time-consuming jobs that 
sometimes stretched the staff limits.  We 
wish her well with her new career in 
childcare. 

Youth worker, Louise, has completed her 
study course and will go on to bigger and 
better things during 2007.  She has been 
working with children on the Holiday 
Activity Programme and I watched them, 
thoroughly enjoying themselves one day with 
some beading projects.  I hope the jewellery 

they made is noticed by other people.  Helen 
was not feeling 100% recently, so here’s 
hoping she will continue in good health from 
now on and be able to do all that is required 
of her.  We have more people using the 
facilities, including the library that has books 
donated by local people and the Waroona 
Library.  I have been having fun with Photo 
Lab, and was able to print all my Christmas 
photos within a couple of days without 
having to drive to Harvey.  I have enlarged 
some snaps, and encourage anyone to give it 
a go.  I am looking forward to another 
successful year for our Community House.  
Jan Delaney, Sec. Yarloop Drop-in Centre.   

YARLOOP VOLUNTEER BUSHFIRE BRIGADE SUPPORT GROUP 
Well, here we are back into the swing of 

things after a few weeks break and recovery 
from the Festive Season.  By all accounts 
everyone had a pleasant Christmas and New 
Year and that we all enjoyed a safe and 
healthy time and are now ready for 2007 as 
from the 19th January. 

Sorry to say we had no luck with the BIG 
LOTTO , but will keep buying tickets, as you 
have to be in it to win it!   

Bevan and I attended the opening night of 
the Cabin Restaurant that is now in the 
capable hands of Carmel and Megan, and 
thoroughly enjoyed the entire experience; 
great food, quiet atmosphere and pleasant 
company.  I feel this is a ‘must do’ for the 
Support Group in the very near future; that is, 

go along for a meal with a difference after 
our Hurry Scurry draw on Friday.  We may 
also be able to round up some former 
members to join us for a social evening 
out.There will be more on this subject at a 
later date!  Remember, if you want to assist 
your local volunteer fire brigade and other 
worthy causes in Yarloop, come along and 
join in the raffles to raise money for these and 
have a bit of fun at the same time.  We meet 
every second Friday night; 2nd and 16th Feb 
then 2nd and 16th March.  Next important 
item on the agenda, I suppose, will be the 
Double Draw for Easter, so good luck for 
that. Jan Delaney, Social Director.  Bill 
Christie, President.  Noelene Snedden, Sec/
Treas. All enquiries Ph. 97334013   

YARLOOP WORKSHOPS STEAM DAYS 
 

Pack a picnic lunch or  eat at any of the four eateries in town!  Come see the vin-
tage steam engines actually working.  Steam days begin from the second Sunday 
in March and go through to November.  It is a great day in Yarloop the scenic 

South West town.  Phone 97334179 or 97335215   
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THE DIARY OF Pte SHELLDRAKE 28TH Batt. AIF  

(Eds Note: The following is per courtesy 
Bevan Delaney and is printed here as it was 
originally written).   

We then went on our next journey to Cairo 
where we arrived about 1 pm. The Red Cross 
people are worth their weight in gold they 
can’t do too much for one we had nurses to 
look after us on the train, we went then to 
Heliopolis and was taken to No 1 AGH 
(Palace hotel) in Ambulances where I find I 
have a weak heart caused by dysentery and 
concussion shock.  Back from the ice and 
snow into warm sunshine in about 4 days.  
Turkey to Egypt.  Dec 18th transferred from 
No! AGH to No3 Aux hospital (Sporting Club 
Heliopolis) much stronger met several 28th 
boys here.   

December 22nd took bad turn Temp. 100. 
Degrees. Dec 24th much improvement visited 
by A Holm, G Hay, & J Litton.  Heavy rains 
during night; wards flooded.  Dec 25th Wards 
decorated with flags and shrubs Chinese 
lanterns and a Xmas tree, given Red Cross 
boxes containing many useful articles.  
Egyptian ladies gave us bunches of roses, 
cigarettes, sweets and balloons.  We had 
turkey for dinner.  We all thought Turkey 
would have us a few weeks ago. Plum 
pudding custard and fruits and Xmas cake as 
much as we could eat.   

Bands are playing all around the hospital 
so Xmas to us was very pleasantly passed. 
Dec. 27 I have permission  to get up and have 
a walk this is the first since Dec 2nd so I will 
be enjoying the sun for a while.  Had photo 
taken in hospital clothes.  Dec 28th visited 
Abbassian camp and met F Graham, Les Hill, 
A Ross and several other chaps I knew.  Hot 
day. Jan 2nd.  Passed last few days walking 
about visited Jim Paterson, mumps, hospital. 
Had a game of cricket. Visited 28th 
Reinforce-ments  at Heliopolis with Jim.  Jan 
4th.  Left No 3 Aux. for Details Camp where 

we get sent to reform our units.  Jan 5th.  
Arrived at Details in heavy rain, no blankets 
to give us, no tents, slept out in the open on 
wet ground.  Jan 6th. Taken bad again and 
sent to hospital N02 AGH (Ghizerih Palace).   
Jan 7th I posted photos home. Rained last 
night. Jan 8th and 9th, hospital soon felt well 
enough to get out as I am fairly sick of 
hospitals.  Jan 10th left No 2 AGH in motor 
cars. Went to Babel Louk station and then 
went to Heloman about three quarter of an 
hour train journey.   

We passed Napoleon’s Forts and also the 
French graneries used when they invaded 
Egypt.  The trip is right along the Nile and 
was very interesting.  We go through a part 
of old Cairo.  Parts of the old city walls are 
still intact.  Heloman station is about the 
same as Fremantle station.  We arrived at Al 
Hayat Covalescent Hospital about 11 am and 
find it is a lovely place. Jan 12th went for a 
trip around Heloman.  This town is about 
one and a half miles square.  It is composed 
of mostly wealthy people.  There is also a 
large native population.  

The Nile and pyramids can be seen from 
my bedroom window but outside the town it 
is only sandy desert wastes.  Jan 13th is a 
very bleak day, strong winds light rain.  Met 
Rev. Mailey of YMCA Perth and went for a 
motor drive with him and two nurses.  Jan 
14th skating in Heloman.  Visited Maadi 
where Light Horse Camp is situated 7 miles 
from Cairo.  There are a great lot of horses 
here ready to shove off at a moments notice.  

Up to the 19th was convalescent at 
Heloman.  Jan 20th I am back to MEF at 
Giza.  Visited Bob and Bernie Cusack at 
Heliopolis; 50 men left base for Tel-el-
Kiber.  Jan 21st, Photo taken, visited zoo, 
fine day.  Jan 23rd visited Tel-el-Kiber 
Camp about 60 miles from Cairo; met  ( See 
Next Page). 
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COUNTRY-WIDE 
BOOKKEEPERS 

 
55 MILLAR STREET YARLOOP WA 

6218 
 

CONTACT KERRY HILLMAN FOR 
ALL YOUR BOOKKEEPING 

REQUIREMENTS INCLUDING 
COMPUTER BOOKKEEPING! 

MANUAL BOOKKEEPING! BAS 
RETURNS! WAGES! 

 
PHONE 97335052. FAX 97334850. 

EMAIL: 
KERRYHILL@WESTNET.COM.AU. 

WELCOME  SCHOOL PRINCIPAL  
Dear Parents and Caregivers, I have been 

delighted at the way your children present 
themselves at school and congratulate them and 
you.  Yarloop Primary is set in a beautiful 
environment, and I am hopeful the internal 
building will be in an improved condition this 
year.  As many of you are aware, the school 
celebrates its 100th anniversary this year and 
new carpets and painting of the classrooms will 
allow the school to be presented in the best 

possible way.  
Reading books and home reading is an 

opportunity for parents and caregivers to share 
a book and time with their child(ren) 

The rewards for participating in this type 
of Home Reading Program are many, 
including (usually) improved reading.  

Heidi Fenn ran a session for parents and 
caregivers last week.  A little over half of the 
parents attended which was great.  Thank you 
to those parents who came.  I am sure you will 
have gained much. 

Please be aware that students arriving late 
(after 8.45 am) will need to go to the office 
first to get a late slip to give to the class 
teacher.  This allows us to effectively monitor 
late arrivals which is a requirement by DET.  

Teachers must be informed of all absences, 
preferably by letter on the day of the child’s 
return to school.  Regards Jo. (Jo Hobbs-
Brown, Principal).  

SPIRIT OF YARLOOP  (Dawn Pitts) 

I watched them arrive that day long ago. 
Men with drays laden high with tents, 
provisions and saws and axes, and I wondered 
what they planned to do. 

I watched in silence as they unloaded and 
set up a small town of tents on the flat that is 
now green with mown grass, but back then it 
was thick with scrub and tall timber. 

They cleared the space they needed to set up 
their camp and they cut my tall timber that 
crashed down causing the earth to shudder.  
The branches flailed about before a sort of 
silence again settled over me. 

Then train loads of material began to 
arrive,  soon my tall timber was carted away  
to things puffing out smoke and other things 
that made timber and boards out of the trees. 

Soon more trees disappeared and 
buildings began to appear and wells were 
dug and precious water brought to the 
surface.  Soon women and children joined 
their husbands, children went to school and 
places were built where people could buy 
food. Soon a timber mill became the focus of 
my town and 100 men  flocked to work each 
day. (Con/d bottom of the back page).       
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KID’S PAGE  (By Val Fortune) 

5 

J Watson, W Straughan, G Gallop and a 
lot more WA chaps.  Got 3 letters from 
Australia.  Saw Mat the first time since last 
September.  Jan 24th I visited pyramids 
explored inside, also climbed to the top.  Met 
A Ross.  Jan 25th raining heavy, clothes 
stolen.  Jan 27th very wet day.  Jan 28th 
received 20 letters from Australia.  Photos 
posted home.  Feb 1st to Feb 4th half an hour 
march each day to zoo gardens.  

Climbed top of pyramids.  Two men shot 
at Citadel for disobeying orders.  Feb 6th 
visited 11th Reinforcements sports at 
Heliopopolis aerodrome.  High jump 5 foot 
half an inch.  Met Sep Cotteral in Cairo, also 
Darky Walker (Sgt) Perth Football club.  Feb 
7th accepted job as Escorts at overseas Base 
Giza.  Sam Hobbins orderly in mess hut.  
Feb 8th very heavy rain; many streets 
flooded in Cairo.  Feb 9th went to Heliopolis 
saw A Curedale at racecourse behind Luna 
Park Hospital.  Heard recruiting had been 

stopped in Australia.  Feb 11th is very warm.  
Posted cards home.  Feb 14th heavy rain all 
day.  First lot of wounded and sick returned 
from England to base.  

Feb 15th met G Straughan and heard of his 
mother’s death.  First news of Vic Ellement 
being in camp.  Feb 16th, G Jones 28th Batt 
caught in a Cairo Broke camp at Tel-el-Kiber 3 
weeks ago.  Feb 17th warm dusty day.  Feb 
18th wet again.  Went to Heliopolis for a 
kitbag.  Met A Holm and B McCarthy.  Feb 
20th visited zoo, wet day.  Feb 21st received 
letter from Mrs Ellement dated Jan 24th.  
Posted card to Bart in England.  Feb 25th is a 
warm day, posted 8 letters to Australia.  Feb 
26th warm day.  General inspected O/seas Base 
Camp.  Mat Cusack up from Ismailia.  Visited 
brothers at Heliopolis.  Mat returned by 6 pm 
train.  Feb 28th received 56 letters from 
Australia.  Safety pins just arrived from Madge; 
written for last October from Gallipoli! 
(Continued next month.)         

 
WAROONA CONTRACTING 

97333933 or 0417962321 

AG LIME 
BLUESTONE 
DRIVEWAYS 

EARTHWORKS 
GRAVEL 

HOUSE PADS 
LIMESTONE 

ROAD ROLLERS 
SAND 

WATER TRUCKS 

HOSPITAL REUNION 
 

September 9th 2007.  There is an 
endeavour to make this a successful and 
enjoyable ‘Back to Yarloop’.  So please 
keep the date in mind, and return to the 
town that gave so much to all who lived 

there! 

ARTS AND CRAFTS 
 

Meetings begin again on March 14th at the 
Learning and Drop-in Centre Barrington-
Knight Road Yarloop.  Please support the 

teacher, who travels from Mandurah.  
Meets each second Wednesday.  
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

Dear ‘Yarloop Yarning’ 
The question isn’t ‘what have we all 

done to save the Yarloop Swimming Hole?’ 
The question is ‘what haven’t we thought 

of yet that still has to be done?’ 
We have applied to have it Heritage 

Listed. We have approached all the govern-
ment departments that we know of.  We have 
approached our local MLA, Mr Mick 
Murray, and our MLC Mr Paul Llewellyn.  
We have approached the Governor of WA.  
We have also respectively via the Dept. of 
Water and the Dept. of Environment. 

The Queen (Your Majesty)  Ultimately, 
doesn’t the Queen and her people own 

Logues Brook? (Her people, that’s us)  What 
is our call? 

What haven’t we as Y.A.R.A.R! 
(Approval Pending) done to maintain the fu-
ture of the Yarloop Swimming Hole?  We 
even managed to get support from the Harvey 
Shire Council.  Tell me what I haven’t done or 
thought of and if it is legal and reasonable I 
will endeavour to do it.  We must leave no 
rock unturned. I will win or die winning a 
winner.  Yarloop will win!  I have a flag, 
where is my drum? Howard John Page 
14/2/07.  3 Teasdale Street, Yarloop, WA 
6218.Ph 97334983.  WSM 6290. Veteran Af-
fairs TPI S146482  

ALCOHOL (Allan R Handysides and Peter N Landless.) 
(Eds Note. Readers sent the following 

questions into the writers of this article and 
they have been printed in bold italics.) 

My late father was an alcoholic.  Am I 
or my children more likely to become 
alcoholics if we drink alcohol? 

Children raised in  a home in which  a 

parent has a problem with alcohol have double 
the risk of becoming alcoholics themselves.  
There are various reasons for this unhappy 
fact.  Research shows an inherited or genetic 
influence that increases the chances of 
becoming an alcoholic.  The stress of living in 
a home troubled with alcoholism further 
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increases the likelihood of children becoming 
problem drinkers themselves.   Additionally,  
children of alcoholics often have poor self-
image and esteem, and have greater difficulty in 
facing the stresses of daily living.  When 
circumstances become difficult and problems 
arise there is a greater likelihood of turning to 
alcohol as an escape.  Prevention is the cure — 
stay away from alcohol! 

I have heard that alcohol is less harmful to 
women than to men.  Is this true? 

No, this is not the case!  When alcohol is 
taken into the body, it is absorbed and carried to 
every organ in the body.  Alcohol tends to 
dissolve in the body’s water stores (in various 
cells).  Women have less water relative to their 
body weight than men.  If a female drinks the 
same quantity of alcohol as a male over the 
same time period, the female will have more 
alcohol in the bloodstream than the male.  This 
will result in more rapid and severe intoxication 
in the female. 

The main chemical enzyme that breaks 
down alcohol in the body is called ‘alcohol 
dehydrogenase’.  Females process less alcohol 
through the mechanism than do males.  This 
further increases the harmful effects of alcohol 
in women as compared with men.  

Alcohol has also been shown to increase the 
risk of breast cancer in women, even when 
small quantities of alcohol are consumed  daily. 
(one-half to one-and-a-half-glasses per day).  
The risk of breast cancer is further increased  if 
one is taking oral contraceptives or hormone 
replacement therapy as well as regular alcohol. 

Another significant problem is that pregnant 
women never drink alone.  Alcohol present in 
the blood of the mother will eventually get to 
the baby developing in the womb.  This can 
cause permanent damage to the child.  It has not 
yet been determined what level of alcohol, if 
any, would be safe in pregnancy.  Again, 
prevention is better than cure.  Alcohol should 
be avoided. 

I have a family history of coronary heart 
disease.  I have often read that moderate 
alcohol intake is good for this heart condition.  

Should I take alcohol medicinally as a 
preventative measure? 

Much has been written in both popular and 
scientific literature about the possible benefit 
of moderate alcohol consumption and the 
reduction of disease of the arteries  of the 
heart.  Many of the studies that were used to 
show this so-called benefit have recently been 
revisited and re-analyzed.  It was found that in 
the studies suggesting that alcohol protects the 
arteries of the heart, people who had been 
previous drinkers of alcohol had been 
regarded as ‘non-drinkers’ in the analyses.  
Many of the individuals had stopped drinking 
because of the negative effects alcohol had 
already caused to their health.  When 
moderate drinkers were compared with 
abstainers who had never taken alcohol, there 
was no health advantage for those who 
consumed alcohol. (Addiction Research and 
Theory May 2006). 

More detailed analysis of the studies 
shows that those who had better health 
outcomes in the groups who consumed 
alcohol had better social and economic 
circumstances.  They also had better access to 
health care  and treatment and exercised more 
frequently.  This information attributed better 
health outcomes to a generally more healthful 
lifestyle and not the alcohol! (American 
Journal of Health prevention, 2005).  

Alcohol intake cannot be safely 
recommended as a preventative measure.  
Exercise regularly, watch your weight and 
diet. Get adequate rest, and if you would like 
to, drink unfermented red grape juice, which 
is rich in antioxidants.  

Bridget was in the big city on a bus and wasn’t 
sure where she had to get off. “Where’s the stop 
for the zoo?” she asked a woman sitting beside her.   

“Watch me,” said the woman, “and get off 
three stops before I do.” 

Irish Jury verdict.  We recommend that the 
defendant be hanged, and we hope it will be a 
lesson to him. 


